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Gucsa had acted already, for he knew that Wodaju Ali
would arrest him, whether the Emperor had agreed or not.
That afternoon he drummed in his men and told them
that they were to march with him against the invader :
only the chiefs knew that he was going to submit to Italy.
Relieved that this was to be no new-fangled guerrilla war,
many of the soldiers were ready to march. The traitor
followed next night with his servants and bodyguard, under
the moon, tearing down the telephone wires which on crazy
Ethiopian posts supported Seyyum's one connection with
the south.
Wodaju's men raced after the army. Throughout the
night detachments were warned that their leader was going
to surrender them to theferengi, who would disarm and kill
them. They doubted and turned. When the sun was up
on Thursday and the reconnaissance machines set out
again, they were astonished to see small parties of Abys-
sinians between their new-captured ridge at Edagahamus
and the corn plain of Makalle. Some were marching north,
others south, others east and west, in a pattern incom-
prehensible to the Italian aviation. Edagahamus, whose
sharp ten thousand foot barrier to the south was occupied
that very morning, was reinforced.
Towards sunset, young Gucsa marched in under a white
flag. The Italian press of Friday morning reported several
thousand followers, the Italian communique of the week-
end fifteen hundred, the Ethiopians one hundred and
fifty-eight.
The Italians were not only surprised ; they were angry.
Haile Selassie Gucsa had changed sides almost too late for
his own safety, but much too early to further their own
strategic plan. He had been told to wait until they were
near Makalle, and he had revolted with only a small part
of his army long before they could begin the advance on
Makalle.
If he had waited, he could have broken the Ethiopian
front and the Italians could have turned and cut off Sey-
yum. But now no front was formed ; they did not even
know where Seyyum was. They only knew that he could
no longer reach Addis on the telephone.
And so the first phase of the war ended.   De Bono

